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Abstract : In the light of Schumpeter’s pioneering vision of economic evolution the in-
novations and innovative entrepreneurs play a fundamental role in the economic de-
velopment. However, imitations and producers-imitators are essential in diffusing and 
adapting innovations into the economic exchange processes. In this context the aim of 
the paper is to model and analyse some properties of imitative mechanisms appearing 
within the economic evolution.

Innovative and imitative mechanisms defined in Hurwicz’s conceptual apparatus 
are analysed in the economy determined by the use of topological tools usually applied 
in the general equilibrium theory. As a result it is shown that, in the economy under 
study, imitative mechanisms are the reasons for and the consequences of innovative 
mechanisms as well as that the innovative and imitative processes can coexist in the 
framework of the same innovative mechanism. Moreover it is proven that under some 
assumptions equilibrium in the economic system analysed can be obtained as a con-
sequence of either of an innovative or an imitative mechanism.
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Introduction

This paper is part of the research programme on modelling Schumpeter’s eco-
nomic evolution in the topological apparatus of the general equilibrium theo-
ry (see Arrow & Debreu, 1954; Debreu, 1959; Lipieta & Malawski, 2016, 2018; 
Ciałowicz & Malawski, 2011, 2016). Changes in the economy can be observed 
due to the analysis of the so called innovative or imitative transformations 
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of the area of production while economic mechanisms are modelled using 
the Hurwicz’s apparatus of mechanism design theory (see i.e. Hurwicz, 1987; 
Hurwicz & Reiter, 2006). Above all the paper aims at analysing the role of imi-
tative mechanisms within the evolution of the economy.

It is shown that imitative processes do not disturb the innovative mecha-
nisms as well as that these two processes can coexist in the framework of the 
same economic mechanism. It is also demonstrated that it is possible to ob-
tain equilibrium in the economic system as the consequence of either an in-
novative or an imitative mechanism. The last result confirms the correctness 
of Schumpeter’s (1912) and Shionoya’s (2007) claims on the existence of pro-
cesses resulting in equilibrium in the economy with respect to the economic 
system under consideration.

The paper consists of three sections. The first section deals with literature 
review. In the second section the private ownership economy as well as the 
mechanisms in the sense of Hurwicz are defined. The third section is devoted 
to the analysis of the role of imitation in the innovative processes. The paper 
is closed with conclusions.

1. Literature review

Imitation has been examined as a factor in economic development many times 
(see Schumpeter, 1912; Bessen & Maskin, 2009; Glass, 2010; Mukoyama, 2003; 
Segestrom, 1990; Shenkar, 2010; Herrmann-Pillath, 2013; Safarzyńska & van 
der Bergh, 2010). In many opinions there is even the statement that firms which 
imitate innovations and diffuse them throughout the economy play the central 
role in economic growth (Rossi, 2003).

In the light of Schumpeter’s pioneering vision of economic evolution inno-
vations and innovative entrepreneurs play an essential part in economic de-
velopment. Joseph Schumpeter (1912), among others, wrote: “The fundamen-
tal impulse that acts and keeps the capitalistic engine in motion comes from 
the new consumers’ goods, the new methods of production, the new forms of 
industrial organization that capitalist enterprise creates. (...) The opening up 
of new markets, foreign or domestic, and the organizational development (...) 
illustrate the same process of industrial mutation–if I may use that biological 
term–that revolutionizes the economic structure (...).” Similarly, Nelson and 
Winter (1982) wrote: “In our technical use of the term, “innovation” involves 
change in routine. (…) And the consequences of employing the innovation-
-changing the routine–in general will not be closely predictable until a reason-
able amount of actual operating experience with it has been accumulated. (…). 
Innovations in organizational routine similarly consist, in large part, of new 
combinations of existing routines. An innovation may involve nothing more 
than the establishment of new patterns of information and material flows among 
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existing subroutines.” However, unlike Schumpeter, they used strict mathemati-
cal methodology for modelling economic development.

The role of innovation in the processes of economic growth were also stressed 
by Aghion and Howitt (1992, 1998). Their fundamental models of economic 
evolution, built with the use of differential equations, became the basis for the 
growth theory. Aghion and Howitt, differently from the Solow’s neoclassical 
theory of economic growth in which the source of growth was seen in the ac-
cumulation of capital (see for instance Romer, 2012), claimed that the produc-
tion of commodities of higher quality generated the growth of the economy.

Yet Shionoya indicated the existence of the mechanisms adapting innova-
tions and directing the economic system towards equilibrium. Shionoya wrote 
(2007, p. 59): “Whatever destructive forces of innovation may emerge in the 
economy, markets can be relied on to adapt to them and absorb their effects in 
order to establish new equilibrium.” As can be seen the importance of innova-
tion in the economic process is fundamental.

However the part played by imitation in growth processes should not be ne-
glected. Due to imitators, innovations are transferred into production processes. 
Imitation is an important mechanism underlying the behaviour of firms (Nelson 
& Winter, 1982). On the other hand imitation can save on the costs of learn-
ing, inventing, experimenting, etc. on most of the expenses which are connect-
ed with innovative processes (Safarzyńska & van den Bergh, 2010). Moreover 
the increases in the number and variety of imitations can intensify innovative 
changes throughout the production system (Ciałowicz & Malawski, 2016).

2. Model

The definitions and the notions presented below are borrowed from (Hurwicz, 
1987) and (Lipieta & Malawski, 2018). Two sets of economic agents: consumers 
and producers, operating on the market with  ( ∈ {1, 2, …}) commodities, 
are considered. Linear space  with the standard scalar product

1 1
1

( ) ( , , ) ( , , ) k k
k

x y x x y y x y
=

= … … = ⋅∑


 

  ,

is the -dimensional commodity space. It is denoted:
•	 A = (ai)i ∈  – a countable set of consumers, ai ≠ aj if i ≠ j,
•	 B = (bj)j ∈  – a countable set of producers, bi ≠ bj if i ≠ j,
•	 Pref ⊂  ×  is the family of all preference relations in .
For the given agents (i, j ∈ ) the following characteristics are defined:
•	 :  ( ) ia

i iχ A a χ a X→ = ⊂    is a correspondence of consumptions sets 
satisfying  
∃ m ∈  such that ∀ > =,   ( ) {0}def

ii m χ a ,
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•	 : ( ) i ia a
i iA a a X→ = ∈    is the initial endowment mapping,

•	 ε ⊂ A × ( × ) is a correspondence which to every consumer ai ∈ A 
assigns a preference relation 

ia  from set Pref restricted to set χ(ai) × χ(ai),
•	 :  jb

jy B b Y→ ⊂    – a  correspondence of production sets satisfying 
∃n ∈  such that ,  ( ) {0}def

jj n y b∀ > = .
A correspondence of production sets to every producer bj assigns a non-

empty production set ( ) jb
jy b Y= ⊂   of the producer’s feasible production 

plans. Every production plan j jb by Y∈  is identified with the production process 
of producer bj with outputs and inputs given by vector jby ∈  .

The producer bj for which y(bj) = {0} is called the inactive producer while the 
producer for which y(bj) ≠ {0} is called the active one. Similarly a correspond-
ence of consumption sets to every consumer assigns ai a non-empty consump-
tion set χ(ai) = X(ai) being a subset of the commodity space  and represent-
ing the consumer’s feasible consumption plans. As in case of producers every 
consumption plan x(ai) ∈ X(ai) is identified with the consumption process of 
consumer ai with outputs and inputs given by vector xai ∈ . The consumer 
ai for which χ(ai) = {0} is called the inactive consumer while the consumer for 
which χ(ai) ≠ {0} is called active.

In this research the prices of commodities are real numbers. Differently 
from Arrow and Debreu (1954, p. 8), it is not assumed that prices are non-
negative and normalized. The prices of the good are positive numbers for rare 
commodities, equal to zero for free goods, negative for harmful goods. In the 
third case an agent for which a harmful commodity is the output should pay. 
For example, industrial wastes can be harmful and their removal will require 
costs until the moment of the invention enabling their utilization and trans-
formation into a desirable good. In Mas-Colell, Whinston and Green (1995, 
p. 20) the explanation for the consideration of negative prices is the following: 
“A negative price means that a “buyer” is actually paid to consume the commod-
ity (which is not illogical for commodities that are “bad” such as pollution)”. 
Hence in this research the space  is interpreted as the commodity-price space 
(see also Ciałowicz & Malawski 2011, 2016; Lipieta & Malawski 2016, 2018).

Let a price vector p ∈  be given.
Definition 1. The two-range relational system Pq = (B, ; y, p) is called the 
quasi-production system. If, additionally, for every bj ∈ B (j ∈ ),

{ }* *: max{ : })  (j j j j j j jb b b b b b bη y Y p y p yp y Y= ∈ = ∈ ≠∅ 

def
,

then the quasi-production system Pq is called the production system.

The elements *jby  of set ( )jbη p  are called the optimal plans of producer bj. 
In the spirit of the bounded rationality assumption (see Simon, 1955; Lipieta 
& Malawski, 2016; Lipieta, 2013), in the quasi-production system, the aims of 
producers are not specified, while in the production system producers maxi-
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mize the profits at given prices and technologies. Similarly a quasi-consump-
tion system is defined.
Definition 2. The three-range relational system Cq = (A, , Pref; χ, , ε, p) is 
called the quasi-consumption system. If, for every ai ∈ A (i ∈ ),

{ }
{ }* *

( ) : .

( ) :  ( )    ,
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= ∈ ∀ ∈ ∈ ≠∅

 

 



then the quasi-consumption system Cq is called the consumption system.

In the quasi-consumption systems the upper bound for a preference rela-
tion on a consumer›s budget set does not have to exist. However it is assumed 
that every consumer realizes one of his optimal plans of action, if any exists.

On the basis of the above, assuming that consumers are the owners of firms 
and their shares in the firms’ profits are given by the mapping θ: A × B → [0, 1] 
satisfying:

θ(ai, bj) = 0 if i > m or j > n

as well as

∀ ∈ … =
1

{1, , }  ( , ) 1
m

i j
i

j n θ a b
=
∑ ,

the following definition is formulated (compare to Debreu, 1959; Mas-Colell 
et al., 1995):
Definition 3. The relational system εq = (, Pq, Cq, θ, ω), where:

•	 Pq = (B, ; y, p) is the quasi-production system,
•	 Cq = (A, , Pref; χ, , ε, p) is the quasi-consumption system in which the 

budget set of every consumer ai is modified to the set

{ }) :(i i ia a aβ x X pp x w= ∈ ≤ ;

where

1

( , ) ( )ji i ba a
i j

j

w p
∞

=

= + ⋅∑  θ a b p y

is the wealth of consumer ai and vector y bj denotes the plan of action of 
producer bj,

•	 def( ) 0ia = ∈   for i > m as well as ia

i

ω
∈

=∑

 ,

is called the private ownership economy with almost all inactive agents, in short 
the economy. If Pq is the production system and Cq is the consumption system 
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then the private ownership economy with almost all inactive agents (also called 
the economy) is denoted by εq.

Note that in economy εq , for every j ∈ , the profit of each producer bj , by 
realization of the plan y bj, is divided among all consumers according to func-
tion θ. If, for every i ∈ ,

•	 βai(p) ≠ ∅ and φai(p) ≠ ∅, then consumer ai chooses one of his consump-
tion plans xai* ∈ φai(p) ⊂ Xai maximizing his preference on the budget 
set βai(p),

•	 βai(p) ≠ ∅ and φai(p) = ∅, then a consumer ai chooses a consumption 
plan xai ∈ βai(p), due to his own criterion,

•	 βai(p) = ∅, then we assume that xai = 0 ∈ .
To every inactive consumer (for i > m) is assigned plan xai = 0 ∈ . 

The allocation ( )( ), ( )a bx y , where 1
def

( ) ( , , , 0, 0, )maaax x x= … …  and  
1

def
( ) ( , , , 0, 0, )nbbby y y= … …  is called feasible, if

 ∑ ∑ 0− − =ji ba

i j

x y ω
∈ ∈ 

. (1)

In economy εq, every agent realizes his optimal plan, namely every produc-
er bj (j ∈ ) – a plan y bj* ∈ ηbj (p) as well as every consumer ai (i ∈ ) – a plan 
xai* ∈ φai(p). If allocation ( )* *( ), ( )a bx y , where 1

def ***( ) ( , , , 0, 0, )maaax x x= … …  and 
1

def ***( ) ( , , , 0, 0, )nbbby y y= … … , is feasible, then the sequence

 ( )* *( ), ( ),a bx y p  (2)

is called the state of Walras equilibrium in economy εq.
The private ownership economy with almost all inactive agents is the static 

mathematical economic structure. To observe changes in the economy mod-
elled in the above framework, the idea of economic mechanisms can be used 
(see also Lipieta & Malawski, 2016). Let E be the set of environments and Z – 
the set of outcomes.
Definition 4. (Hurwicz & Reiter, 2006). The triple Γ = (M, μ, h), where

•	 M ≠ ∅ is the message space,
•	 μ: E → M is the message correspondence,
•	 h: M → Z is the outcome function,

is called the economic mechanism in the sense of Hurwicz.

The specification of the economic mechanism in the sense of Hurwicz 
should start from the determination of the so-called economic environment. 
The economic environment is the set of valuables and characteristics that de-
termined individuals and firms as the economic agents in the economy un-
der study. The space of messages M is defined as the set all signals available to 
communications within the agents in the considered economic system, while 
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the set of outcomes is the set of goals of the process modelled. The Hurwicz’s 
economic mechanism is the relational system (see for instance Adamowicz & 
Zbierski, 1997) consisting of:

•	 the message space M that can be understood as the set of all feasible sig-
nals sent by economic agents; these signals are connected with agents’ 
activities on the market and they are noticed, recognized and analyzed 
by other economic agents,

•	 the message correspondence μ which assigns to every environment, hence 
indirectly to economic entities, the signals (information) approved, which 
here means identified and analyzed, by economic agents,

•	 the outcome function h, which assigns to every message the outcome 
of activities of economic agents undertaken as a result of this message.

The economic mechanism in the sense of Hurwicz can be thought of as 
a system of exchanging and approving messages, which results in the agents’ 
decisions concerning their activities on the markets. The method of defining 
the Hurwicz’s mechanism relies on the determination of the economic environ-
ment depending on the initial conditions, specification and which are adequate 
for a given economic process, the space of messages as well as on the defini-
tion of the outcome function. More about economic mechanisms in the sense 
of Hurwicz can be found by the reader in (Hurwicz, 1987; Hurwicz & Reiter, 
2006; Lipieta & Malawski, 2016, 2018).

The proposed approach significantly differs from the traditional models often 
quoted in literature (see Aghion & Howitt, 1992, 1998; Romer, 2012; Acemoglu, 
2009) used for studying the economic growth. Modelling the mechanisms of 
evolution in the Hurwicz’s apparatus revealed the significant role of informa-
tion and the way of exchanging it during innovative processes as well as, dif-
ferently from Schumpeter’s ideas, a large complexity of mechanisms appear-
ing in the process of the evolution of the economy. Additionally diversification 
of modelled mechanisms demonstrates the complexity of economic processes 
and their results (outcomes). In the set of outcomes of innovative mechanism 
the effects of creative destruction are also revealed, besides new commodities, 
technologies and organizational structures, the old, unattractive products and 
technologies as well as the uncompetitive firms disappearing from the market 
in the new economic reality.

The mechanisms which result in innovative changes, differ not only in the 
economic environments, in the message spaces and in the sets of outcomes, but 
also in the sets of variables that characterize or will characterize the economic 
entities arising from the adoption by economic agents of innovative changes 
to their routine activities.

The axiomatization of mechanisms of Schumpeterian evolution can reveal 
the positive, from the producers’ and consumers’ points of view, qualitative 
properties of most of the examined mechanisms. Moreover it gives an oppor-
tunity to identify, in the set of possible mechanisms, the qualitative mecha-
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nisms with respect to the given set of agents, i.e. the mechanisms in which at 
least one agent from the given set would be better off due to a given criterion 
without making the rest of agents from this set worse off.

3. Main results

For observing, comparing and measuring changes and their results in the 
economy under consideration  the idea of transformations of the systems 
presented  is introduced (see Lipieta & Malawski, 2016). Now some specific 
changes in the economy between two following time intervals are formalized. 
Let t = 0 be an initial point of time of the modelling of a given economic pro-
cess. Let t, t' ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}, t < t'. If a quasi-production systems Pq and Pq' are 
the mathematical equivalents of production sphere of an economy adequate-
ly at points of time t and t’, then components of system Pq are transformed 
into the components of system Pq'. In such a case the system Pq' is called the 
transformation of system Pq that will be denoted by Pq ⊂ Pq'. Every produc-
tion plan ybj (j ∈ ) is identified with a production process of producer bj 
realized at time t, where the amounts of inputs are given by negative coordi-
nates of vector ybj, while the amounts of outputs are given by its add coordi-
nates. Hence the vector ybj describes technologies used in the given process. 
Assume that  ≤ ', B = B' and b ∈ B (the last means that there exists exactly 
one j ∈  such that b = bj).
Definition 5. A production plan y' b ∈ Y' b is called:
1) the imitative plan, if

a)  = ' ⇒ ∃ j ∈  y' b ∈ Y bj,
b)  < ' ⇒ ∃ j ∈  y' b ∈ Y bj × {0} × … × {0} ⊂ ',

2) the innovative plan, if
a) ΄΄   jbb

j

j y Y
∈

= ⇒∀ ∈ ∉ 




 ,

b) ( )΄ ΄΄   {0} {0}  jbb

j

j y Y
∈

< ⇒∀ ∈ ∉ × ×…× ⊂ 

 




  .

In an imitative production plan at time t' there are no new commodities 
with respect to time t (conditions 1a and 1b). Additionally the old ones are 
not eliminated from the production process as well as the old technologies 
are still used. In an innovative production plan at time t' a new commodity 
(condition 2b) as well as a new technology can appear (conditions 2a and 2b) 
with respect to time t.

Definition 5 reflects the Schumpeter description of innovators and inno-
vations as well as his understanding of imitators and imitations. According to 
Schumpeter (1964, p. 66) an innovator introduces new commodities, tech-
nologies, etc. on markets, while imitators follow an innovator and copy the 
previous solutions (Schumpeter, 1934, p. 133). That is why in this research 
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all  existing earlier goods, technologies, organizational structures and meth-
ods of production are called the imitations. Differently from Ciałowicz’s and 
Malawski’s (2016) definition of imitation extension producers’ maximal profits 
are not taken into account as criteria in the division of goods into innovations 
and imitations in this paper.

It should be emphazed that, due to such modifications the division of the 
set of feasible production processes at time t' into two disjoint sets: the set of 
innovative processes with respect to time t and the set of imitative processes 
with respect to time t are obtained.
Definition 6. If Pq ⊂ Pq' , then the system Pq' is called

•	 the imitative transformation of the system Pq, in short Pq ⊂im Pq' , if 
every production plan at time t' is the imitative plan with respect to  
time t,

•	 the innovative transformation of the system Pq, in short Pq ⊂in Pq' , if at 
least one production plan exists at time t' which is the innovative pro-
duction plan with respect to time t.

The endogenous character of a production system in the private ownership 
economy leads to the conclusion that if Pq ⊂im Pq' , then  = '. In the imitative 
transformation of a given quasi-production system there appear neither new 
firms nor new commodities and the old ones are not eliminated from the pro-
duction process (conditions 1a and 2b). The old technologies are also still used 
(condition 1b).

In the same way imitative and innovative consumption plans, as well as the 
imitative and innovative transformation of a quasi-consumption system can 
be defined. A producer (consumer), whose at least one feasible production 
plan is innovative is called the innovator, a producer (consumer), where every 
feasible plan of action is imitative is called the imitator. If Cq ⊂im Cq' , then the 
number of commodities  and ' can be different; if  < ', then although pro-
ducers-innovators introduce new commodities on the market, consumers are 
not interested in their consumption; if  = ' then new commodities do not 
appear on the market and consumers do not change their plans of action with 
respect to time t.

On the basis of the above the following is postulated:
Definition 7. Let εq ⊂ εq' . Then

•	 the economy εq' is said to be the imitative transformation of economy εq, 
in short εq ⊂im εq' , if Pq ⊂im Pq' and Cq ⊂im Cq',

•	 the economy εq' is said to be the innovative transformation of economy 
εq, in short εq ⊂in εq' , if Pq ⊂in Pq'.

Under the given assumptions the following is true:
Remark 1. Let t, t', t'' ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}, t < t' and t' < t''. Let εq, εq' and εq'' be pri-
vate ownership economies at points of time, adequately, t, t' and t''. Suppose 
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that εq ⊂ εq' , εq' ⊂ εq'' as well as on time intervals [t, t') and [t', t'') the compo-
nents of economies, adequately εq and εq'  are constant. Then as the immediate 
consequence of Definitions 5, 6 and 7 we get that if εq ⊂im εq'  and εq'  ⊂im εq'', 
then εq ⊂im εq''.

In Remark 1 it is inferred that an imitative transformation of an economy, 
which was also the imitative transformation of an initial economy, is also the 
imitative transformation of the same initial economy. Hence it can be stated 
that “being the imitative transformation” has the property of transitivity.

Notice also that, similarly as was done in (Lipieta, 2013, theorem 4.3), it can 
be proved that the transformation of the economic system considered from its 
one form into another is also the economic mechanism in the sense of Hurwicz. 
In such a mechanism:

•	 the characteristics of economic agents at time t form the set of environ-
ments,

•	 the set of outcomes consists of the characteristics of economic agents at 
time t',

•	 the agents’ activities on the market are identified as the messages sent 
by them,

•	 the set of messages is equal the set of outcomes (M = Z),
•	 the outcome function is the identity function (h = idM).
In a private ownership economy only the agents’ present market activities 

are the source of information about their activities on competitive markets in 
future. New products and new technologies, which firms are going to introduce 
tomorrow, are hidden today. The mechanism of transformation can be identi-
fied with its results, namely with the production and consumption processes 
feasible at time t'. By Definition 5 it is clear that imitative and innovative pro-
cesses can coexist in a framework of a same mechanism as well as the fact that 
the existence of imitative processes do not disturb the innovative mechanisms. 
Moreover an imitative mechanism can precede and follow both the innovative 
and imitative mechanism.

In the next theorem a mechanism which, under some assumptions, trans-
forms an initial economy εq, in which there is no equilibrium at given prices, 
into economy εq'  which is in equilibrium at the same prices, is constructed. 
Recall that in economy εq, sets ηbj(p), for every bj ∈ B, and φai(p), for every 
ai ∈ A, are not empty. Vector p is not the equilibrium price vector, hence

( ) ( )( )1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m na ba bω φ p p p pφ η η∉ +…+ − +…+ .

Let

 1 1
def * ** *( ) ( )m na ba bζ x x y y ω= +…+ − +…+ − , (3)

for some 1 1 1 1* ** *, ,  ,  , ,( ) ( ) ( )   ( )m m n na a b ba a b bx p p p p∈ … ∈ ∈ … ∈φ x φ y η y η .
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Theorem 1. Let t, t' ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}, t < t'. Let, at point t, εq be a private owner-
ship economy in which

 :  { : 0}iaii a A X x p x∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ⊂ ∈ =

   . (4)

If

 p  ζ ≠ 0, (5)

then there exist an economic mechanism in the sense of Hurwicz, which trans-
forms, at point t', economy εq into an economy εq' , in which a state of equilib-
rium at price p' = p exists as well as Cq ⊂im Cq' ,  = ', n = n', (ai) = '(ai) and 
ε(ai) = ε'(ai), for every i ∈ .
Proof. Firstly, notice that by assumption (4) vector

def pg
p ζ

= ∈ 





satisfies the following system of two equalities:

 
1

( * ) 0.
g ζ

g x ω
=

 − =





 (6)

Hence mapping

Q:   x → x – (g  x) ∙ ζ ∈ 

is the linear and continuous projection into space {x ∈ : p  x = 0} (see 
Cheney, 1966).

The environment of every agent k ∈ K = A ∪ B = (ki)i ∈  consisits of the 
extensions of characteristics defined separately in the production and in the 
consumption system of economy εq. Precisely, the environment of every agent 
ki ∈ K (i ∈ ) at time t is of the form: 

 = ⋅( ),  ,  , ( , ),( ) ( )  ) ,( )  (i i i ik k k k
i t ie Y Xt t t ε k t θ k ,  (7)

where ( )i ik kY t Y= ⊂   if ki ∈ B, ( ) {0}ikY t =  if ki ∉ B, ( )i ik kX t X= ⊂   if ki ∈ A 
as well as ( ) {0}ikX t =  if ki ∉ A. The extension of the initial endowment map-
ping is given by

if
( )

0 if .

i i

i

k k
ik

i

X k A
t

k A

 ∈ ∈= 
∈ ∉
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Similarly the extension of the correspondence of preference relations at 
time is of the form:

if
( ; )

{ } if ,
i

t
k i

i
i

k A
ε k t

k A
 ∈=  ∅ ∉



where ε(∙ ; t) ⊂ K × ( × ) and ki
t  ⊂ Xki(t) × Xki(t) means the preference 

relationship of agent ki at time t. Additionally the mapping θt: K × K → [0, 1], 
satisfying

•	 θt(ki, ∙ ) ≡ 0 for ki ∉ A,
•	 θt( ∙ , ki) ≡ 0 for ki ∉ B,

•	 ∀ ∈ … ={ }
1

1, , : ( , 1)
m

t i j
i

j n
=
∑θ a b

is the share mapping at time t. Hence, the set of environments of agent ki at 
time t is of the form:

( )2( ) ( ) ( ) ,[0,1]ikE P P P K= × × × ×        ,

where ( ) { }, [0,1] : [0,1]K f K= → , while the set of environment at time t is 
given by:

1 2
def k kE E E= × ×… .

The extended components of the economy at time t' are defined in the same way. 
Namely ΄΄( ) ΄i ik kY t Y= ⊂   for ki ∈ B, ΄( ) {0}ikY t =  for ki ∉ B, ΄΄( ) ΄i ik kX t X= ⊂   
for ki ∈ A, ΄( ) {0}ikX t =  for ki ∉ A. Characteristics ΄΄ , (( ;) )́,ik

i tt ε k t θ  are also de-
fined in the same way as earlier.

To determine the economic mechanisms the following is defined:
•	 e = (ek1, ek2, …), where, for every k1, k2, … ∈ K, eki of the form (7),

•	
= ∧ ∈ ∧ ∈m p y x x  

 
 
 
  

( )
( )

1 2

def
( ) ( ) ( )

, , :     , 

  ( ΄( ) ( ) )i i i i i i i

k k
i

k k k k k k k

m m m i k

t t

K
M

φ yt p t η p

= … ∀ ∈ ∈
=



,́   ΄ ,   ΄ ΄ ΄ ΄ ΄ ΄
,

•	 = − = ∈ ∈∑ ∑ ( ) (΄ , ΄ ΄ )́i i i ia a a bp p
  
 
  
( ),́ ( ΄ ), ( ΄ ) :  ΄ ΄ ,́ ΄ ΄j jb ba b

i j

Z p x y x y ω x φ y η
∈ ∈ 

,

•	 μ: E → M, where μ(e) = (mk1, mk2, …),
•	 h M Z h m p x y( ): , ( ) ,́ ( ΄ ), ( ΄ )a b→ = , where

def def
΄ ( ), ( )΄b b a ay Q ty x x= = .

Due to conditions (4) and (6),

β' ai (p) = βai (p)  and  φ' ai (p) = φai (p),
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for every i ∈ . Let, for every j ∈ , 

def
΄ ( )j jb bY Q Y= .

Hence, for every j ∈  and y' bj ∈ Y' bj, there exist ybj ∈ Y bj such that

y' bj = Q(y bj) = ybj – (g  y bj) ∙ ζ

as well as, for every y' bj ∈ Y' bj,



( ) ( ) ( ) 0.
 

= − ⋅ = − ⋅ = 
 

     

΄ ( )j j

j j j j

b b

b b b b

p y p Q y

pp y g y p ζ p y y p ζ
p ζ

= = 

On the basis of the above, for every j ∈ , 

Q(y bj* ) ∈ η' bj(p).

On the other hand, for every i ∈ ,

= ≤ + ⋅  

**0 ( , ) ji i ba a
i j

j

p x p θ a b p y
∈
∑


 ,

which gives that

*( , ) 0jb
i j

j

θ a b p y
∈

⋅ ≥∑ 


.

For every i ∈ ,

( )*( , ) ( ) 0jb
i j

j

θ a b p Q y
∈

⋅ ≥∑ 



so, for y' bj * = Q(y bj*), the following is true

*0 ( , ) jb
i j= ≤ + ⋅∑  



*i ia a

j

p x p θ a b p y
∈

 ΄ .

Finally,

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑* *΄ ΄ ( ) 0j jb b− − = − − =* *i ia a

i j i j

x y ω x Q y ω
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈   

.

On the basis of the above, the structure Γ = (M, μ, h) is  the economic mech-
anism in the sense of Hurwicz resulting in equilibrium in economy εq' . □
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Condition (5) by the thesis of Theorem 1 means that the Walras Law is not 
satisfied for price vector p. Condition (4) means that total expenses with respect 
to the realization of every consumption plan and endowment in the consid-
ered economic system are equal to zero. Note that in (Mas-Colell et al., 1995, 
p. 335), the following remark can be found “A firm will enter the market if it 
can earn positive profits at the going market price and will exit if it can make 
only negative profits at any positive production level given this price (…) this 
implies that active firms must earn exactly zero profits in any long-run com-
petitive equilibrium.” If producers have zero profits then it makes sense to 
study zero worth consumers’ processes. Especially if consumers’ endowments 
are also worth zero at given prices. In the light of the cited Mas-Colell state-
ment, the state of equilibrium defined in the proof of Theorem 1 is the long-
run state of equilibrium.

Under assumptions (4), by Definition 3, we get that, for every i ∈ 

  0 ( , )= ≤ + ⋅ ** ji i ba a
i j

j

p x p θ a b p y
∈
∑


 .

Hence as for every, every j ∈ , ( , ) 1i j
i

θ a b
∈

=∑


,

*0 ( ) ( )jb

i j∈ ∈
∑ ∑  

 

*iap x p ω p y= ≤ + .

Combining (5), we obtain

p  ζ < 0

and

 *( ) 0b

b B

p y
∈

>∑  . (8)

Condition (8) means that the maximal profit of at least one producer in 
economy εq was greater than zero. The mechanism defined in the proof of 
Theorem 1 implies that, at time t', the maximal profit of every producer is equal 
zero. Hence mechanism Γ defined in the proof of Theorem 1 does not change 
the economic position of consumers but the economic position of at least one 
producer became worse (see also Lipieta & Malawski, 2016).

Notice that if, under assumptions of Theorem 1, for every j ∈ , Y' bj = Y bj, 
then Pq ⊂im Pq'. If there exists j ∈ , for which Y' bj ≠ Y bj, then Pq ⊂in Pq' . Hence 
the mechanism defined in the proof of Theorem 1 is either an innovation or 
an imitation mechanism. However, in  both cases, it results in the equilibrium 
in economy εq' .
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Theorem 1 confirms the validity of the model presented earlier of Schumpeter’s 
and Shionoya’s thoughts. Under some initial conditions, after adapting innova-
tions into routine activities of economic agents on the market, the economic 
system under study can achieve equilibrium as the consequence of an innova-
tive or an imitative mechanism.

Using the methods by the proof of Theorem 1, the following theorem can 
be proved:
Theorem 2. Let t, t' ∈ {0, 1, 2, …}, t < t'. If, at point t, in a private ownership 
economic εq in which 

 p  ζ = 0  and  ζ ≠ 0  (9)

there exists q ∈  such that

 ∀ a ∈ A: Xa ⊂ {x ∈ : q  x = 0}, (10)

then there exist an economic mechanism in the sense of Hurwicz, which trans-
forms, at point t', economy εq into an economy εq' , in which a state of equilib-
rium at price p' = p exists as well as Cq ⊂im Cq' ,  = ', n = n', (ai) = '(ai) and 
ε(ai) = ε'(ai), for every i ∈ . 
Proof. Firstly, notice that by assumption (8) and (9), vector

def ζg
ζ ζ

= ∈ 





satisfies the following system of two equalities:

 
1
0.

g ζ
g p

=
 =





 (11)

Hence mapping

Q:   x → x – (g  x) ∙ ζ ∈ 

is the linear and continuous projection into space {x ∈ : g  x = 0} (see Cheney, 
1966). Moreover, for every x ∈ ,

p  Q(x) = p  x.

Especially, for every j ∈ ,

p  Q(y bj*) = p  y bj*,

which means that production process Q(y bj*) maximize the profit of producer 
bj on set Q(Y bj*). In the above for every i ∈  and xai ∈ βai(p)
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≤ + ⋅  p x p *( , ) ( )ji i ba a
i j

j∈
∑


 θ a b p Q y ,

which gives that β ai(p) = β' ai(p).
The rest of the proof goes in the same way as the proof of Theorem 1.  □
Theorem 2 describes the situation when in a private ownership economy 

with prices q satisfying condition (4), prices q transform to prices given by vec-
tor p satisfying condition (11), while the economic environment is not changed. 
Theorem 2 shows that there is a mechanism resulting in equilibrium in a trans-
formation of the economy considered during which the economic positions of 
both producers and consumers are not changed. The mechanism determined 
in the proof of Theorem 2 is, as in case of Theorem 1 and for the same reason, 
either innovative or imitative.

Finally it should be emphasized that Theorems 1 and 2 only show that, un-
der some initial conditions, disequilibrium prices can be equilibrium prices 
in an economic system with a transformed production sphere. The problem of 
specifying a mechanism resulting in equilibrium in the case where condition 
(4) is not satisfied remains still under study.

Conclusions

In this research production processes are divided into two categories: inno-
vative and imitative. In the approach presented an economic mechanism can 
be seen as the set of production and consumption processes. An imitative 
mechanism is uniform, whereas every innovative mechanism contains imi-
tative elements and at least one innovative production process. Such a set-
up enables a comparison of these two kinds of mechanisms with respect to 
their results.

Consider a group of economic mechanisms in which the set of environ-
ments and the set of outcomes form private ownership economies. The set of 
messages is equal to the set of outcomes as well as the outcome function be-
ing also equal to the identity function. As a result of the analysis presented the 
following can be concluded:

 – if prices are not changed and a mechanism is imitative, then producers’ 
profits might increase, but they do not exceed the maximal profit from the 
previous (initial) period,

 – if prices are not changed and the mechanism is innovative, then producers’ 
profits might be changed,

 – if the mechanism is innovative then a new commodity or a new technology 
appears in the final economy with regard to the initial economy,

 – if the mechanism is imitative then neither new commodities nor new tech-
nologies appear in the final economy with regard to the initial economy.
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Hence, it is easily seen that only an innovative mechanism could improve 
the economic position of some producers-innovators with respect to the previ-
ous period, if their profits increase. In an imitative mechanism, the profits can 
increase but they are not greater than profits from the earlier period.

As a result of innovative and imitative mechanisms, preferences, initial en-
dowments and the share function might be changed, hence the economic po-
sitions of economic agents can be modified. They can be, but not necessarily, 
greater.

Additionally under some assumptions, the innovative as well the imitative 
mechanism can result in an equilibrium. The dilemma that finds no answer is 
the issue when with total expenses on consumption plans remaining non-ze-
ro and the Walras Law is not satisfied, could the equilibrium in the economic 
system considered still be achieved. On the basis of the above the conclusion 
is that evolutionary economic mechanisms are worth further study.
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